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Golden Knights men's bask~tball whips Tars in season opener-Sports, p. 20

Central Florida Future
Wake of Proposition 187 could
wash up on Rorida's shores

•

,

•
•

"Golden State" into the new "Rust
Belt." The result was a sharp decline
in state revenues, which led to cuts
in social services.
According to California Governor Pete Wilson, the state's estimated 1.4 million illegal irrunigrants
cost California taxpayers $3 billion
between social, educational and

Californians who deserve the needed
benefits before I'll worry about supporting people who shouldn't be
Although Proposition 187, a
here in the first place."
California amendment which deButthat' s exactly the rhetoric
nies illegal immigrants most social
that opponents blame for a recent
services, passed overwhelmingly
surge in anti-immigrant sentiment.
last November, legal challenges
This has resulted in widespread discould effectively block its implecrimination against California's esmentation for years while
timated 9 million Hispancourts decide its constituics, most of whom are legal
tionality. And as the courts
residents
or U.S. citizens.
California's estimated 1.4
prepare to hear arguments
Annette Gonzales, a
million illegal _immigrants -on thelegalityoftheamendspokesperson for the Mexicost the state's taxpayers
ment, opponents and procan American Legal Deponents alike are gearing
fense Fund, one o_f the
$3 billion in social,
up to what will surely be a
groups challenging Prop:
educational and health
bitter and drawn out con187, believes that the damfrontation.
age has already been done,
costs in fiscal year 1993.
The demise of the
whichever way the court
Cold War and the diffusion
rules on the amendment.
of East-West tensions brought a health costs - roughly 5 percent of
Gonzalez said that "we're
sharp reduction in military spend- the total revenues in the 1993 fiscal hearing .many instances of actual
ing. California, the largest producer year. And although that could seem denial of services, even in private
of weapons, suffered tremendously like a drop in the bucket, consider- sector businesses where some busias tens of thousands of high-paying ing the rage and anger Prop. 187 has ness owners have harassed and even
jobs simply disappeared. That phe- created, Wilson bluntly stated in a denied serving individuals who ~elt
nomenon, coupled with the reces- rally one day before the election that
sion of the earlv 1990s. turned the ''I'd rather take care of 1.4 million
see PROP 187. DBae 4
by OMAR DAJANI

Staff writer

Publisher takes news on the
infonnalion superhighway
by SCOTT C. HOLBROOK
News editor

4

The information superhighway is now reaching into millions of
American homes, and the number
of online users grows daily. More
and more services and products are
becoming available in cyberspace,
from Ticketmaster concert seats to
automobiles.
One of the latest services to
go interactive is the newspaper, and
John Puerner, president and pub-

lisher of The Orlando Sentinel,
came to the UCF campus Monday
afternoon to discuss the technological marriage of journalism and the
information superhi_ghway. Puemer
spoke to a packed room of students
and faculty, and demonstrated some
of the capabilities of online ser-.
vices.
Puerner began his discu~sion
by describing the scope of the Sen- .
tinel, the third-largest newspaper in
Florida. The Sentinel is read by 60
percent of its market audience, and

Is abortion the right road to choose?- p. A 11

has annual revenues totalling more
than $200 million. Its 1,400 employees produce ten editions every
day, covering the entire Central
Florida region and delivering local
news to many different areas.
"Our bailiwick is local news,"
said Puerner. "It's essential to cover
all the news happening in Central
Florida."_
In addition to pr~senting the
news, Puemer added that the Sentinel is also an alternate delivery system whereby products are test-marketed to potential new customers.
He pointed out that for many products, delivery to homes piggybacked ·
with the Sentinel is more efficient
and costs less than the U.S. Postal
Service.
Puerner then plunged into the
new age of electronic devices - cellularphones, pagers and laptop computers. H~ explained that these de- and words all come out of a human
vices are delivery systems for infor- brain."
Current online services such
mation, and that information transas
America
Online, which Puerner
mission is becoming very sophistidemonstrated
with Sentinel assis. cated. One thing he stressed was
tantex:ecutiveeditor
Jim Clark, hold
that it all comes down to people.
vast
stores
of
information.
Students
''These devices collect, edit
craned
their
necks
to
get
a better
and put information into perspecview
of
the
projected
computer
tive," Puemer said'. "They are all
designed to provide information to screen as Puerner and Clark took
people. The ideas, images, letters many of them for theit first ride on

the information superhighway.
America Online is one of the
nation's fastest-growing online interactive services. Founded by Steve
Case, it has grown from 200,000
users in 1991 to over a million users
this year.
One of the services Puerner
covered in depth was America

see NEWS, page 2
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Sentinel to launch online version
NEWS, from page 1

Online' s new "Destination Florida"
travel and tourist service, which is
sponsored by the Sentinel. Using
the service, online customers can
make travel arrangements and book
passage to a variety of Florida destinations from their home computers. Puerner said that the service has
become very popular in a short period of time.
Puernerthen dem-

Get More Interviews
& Better Job Offers

OPEN SUNDA.YS,
273-5419
Across from UCF in
University Shoppes

The 1"nformat1"on
superhighway. isn't even
paved yet. It's more like a
bunch Of dirt roads through
the jungle that aren't even
COn nected yet.
_ John P. Puerner

onstrated the Chicago .
Tribune Online, a new
media service which he
said extends the paper, ·
but does not replace it.

Rf3tlml3 Fl'C. 678-9987

10 VISITS FOR $259;00 W/UCF lD

system al o includes advertising.
which Puemer credited for 75 percent of the Sentinel' revenue base.
Puemer and Clark both consider current online systems such as
America Online a '·tran itional technology," one that will evolve as the
needs of users grow and common
cyberspace begins to include the
Internet. The Internet is a knowledge-based information transmission
system used by universities, research institutes,
and the government, and
is considered outside the
realm of most online users.
"The Internet is

•

,, ____

The average decision-maker spends only 20 to 30
seconds scanning through a resume. If your resume
does not grab the reader's attention within these
crucial seconds, you may not get a second chance.
Call today for a ffee consultation and evaluation.

Catch Some Rayz At

goal of the online Sentinel is to
become a truly interactive paper
with quick response to breaking
stories. N:. an example, he cited
the opposing party's rebuttal to a
Presidential address, which could
appear online but usually doesn't
appear in the paper version because of space constraints.
The Sentinel is also involved
in ajoint venture with Time-Warner

•

Puerner dismissed the
conception that interactive newspapers would
replacethepaperversion.
"People will be
readingthenewspaperat
least through our lifetimes," said Puerner.

. President and Publisher, The Orlando Sentinel

likeahugecocktailparty
where everybody gets
together and shares information," Clark said.
"As commercial uses for
data develop, theintemet
and other online services
will find new ways to

'1t'sportable,andacces- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' ' communicate, but will
still coexist separately."
sible to more people."
The Sentinel is already in the Inc. to develop a full-service netFinally, Puerner encouraged
process ofdevelopingitsownonline work of interactive television. students and faculty to get online and
version, which should be complete Puerner said that the system would see what's out there. He emphasized
and available to users in January be based on fiberoptics and would that the best way to explore the possi1996. Clark pointed out that before include digital storage, data corn- bilities of cyberspace is to get a free
the general population sees the pression, and high-speed switching. introductory software kit, which is
online Sentinel, more consumer re- Thenetworkisexpected to be tested available from most services, includsearch needs to be conducted.
in 4,000 homes soon.
ing America Online. Puemer also
"We plan to do what's called
Another new information stressed that what's out there now is
a soft launch," Clark said. "N:. we system the Sentinel is involved in only the tip of the iceberg.
complete various elements of the developing is news on demand.
"The information superhighonline version, we'll give access to Using this system, readers would way isn't even paved yet," Puerner
afewusersandgaugetheirresponses be able to have complete video said. "It's more like a bunch of dirt
and suggestions."
and text information that would roads through the jungle that aren't
Puerner said that the ultimate provide total news coverage. The even connected yet."
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plenty of money left for gas.
At 44 mpg/city,
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Prop 187 stalls in court
PROP 187, from page 1
they were illegal aliens. It has become a license for prejudice."
She said that immigrant
rights organizations are receiving
hundreds of calls daily from individuals who have suffered verbal
as well as physical assaults. Many
health clinics have reported a sharp
decline in patient visits and some
public schools have seen a reduction in attendance, both due to
fear and the backlash caused by
Prop. 187, Gonzales added.
Those concerns haven't received much sympathy with supporters of the amendment, who
claim that since the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service
has failed miserably in sealing
California's porous border, something must be done now before the
situation gets totally out of hand.
Dan Lunford, a spokesperson for Voices for Citizens United,
anewlyformed coalition of groups
that had previously coordinated
its efforts in promoting Prop. 187,
said "We have to send a clear
message to all those who plan on
entering the U.S. illegally, that
they will no longer live on the
taxpayers hard-earned money."
Karen Day, adjunct professor of International Law at UCF
and a practicing immigration attorney, believes Prop. 187 will
eventually be struck down because
"it violates the clause of the Fourteenth Amendment," which declares that no one shall be deprived of due process of the law.
D~y said that due process of the
law applies to illegal aliens as
well, and said it "applies to anyone in the jurisdiction of the United
States government."
That is the legal premise
being used by opponents to challenge the amendment. Bruce
Iwasaki, an attorney who is involved in filing the injunction to
halt Prop. 187's implementation,
said his ultimate goal was to get
the court "to declare that 187 is
unconstitutional."
Iwasaki added that illegal
immigration was good for the state
since it filled the jobs most Californians refuse to do anyway. Additionally, he believes that denying
educational and medical benefits to
any citizens will hurt the society at
large because "no one wants sick
and uneducated people roaming the
streets of our cities."
Jo Miglino, press secretary to
Florida Gov. Lawton Chiles said,
"GovernorChilesopposesProp.187
because it doesn't get to the heart of
the problem, which is federal immigration policy." She added, "Denying people medical'care and turning
children out ofclassrooms ultimately
causes more problems in local communities."
It is estimated that Florida
has 345,000 illegal aliens, which
cost the state $2 billion, according
to Miglino. It a move unprecedented in U.S. history, the State
of Florida sued the U.S. Government to recover those costs. No
hearing for initial arguments has
been set.
Many analysts, including Jessica Mathews of Council on Foreign Relations, the nation's leading
foreign policy think tank, believe
that anti-immigration has become a

worldwide phenomenon that will
grow in the coming years. Some
western countries like Germany and
France have already began sharply
squeezing off the flow of immigrants and refugees.
It appears clear that
California's Prop 187, if declared
constitutional, might one day be on
the ballots of the four other states
with most illegal immigrants,
Florida, Texas, New York and Illinois.
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Community Bio-Resources, Inc.

Students

Until Hobots
replace Humans
... your plasma will
always hr. rn~cdcd

Put your education to work become a

Paralegal
"One of the fastest growing
professions through 2005."
-U.S. Department of Labor

DID YOU KNOW?
YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES.
THE PLASMA YOU DONATE HELPS:

• Oldest college in the state or Florida

*Patients in shock

*Protect against infection

• Classes offered in: Winter Park/Orlando
and Tampa.

*Bleeding Disorders
*Provide intravenous
fluids for burns,
surgery, or
treatments of illness

*Accident victims
*Provide clotting factors
for Hemophiliacs
*New research on life
threatening dieseases

• Employment assistance available
• 4-month day or 8-month evening post graduate level programs

"We will compensate you for your time

Call or write for more information

BAGEL, CREAM CHEESE

•

when giving the gift of life"

(800) 688-2450
College degree or college credit/ legal
experience required

•

YOU CAN EARN OVER $120 PER MONTH

$25 UPON COMPLETION OF FIRST DONATION
Call for i1~for111ation and/or appointment
1122 W. Church St. (407) 841-2151 Orlando, FL.

& A REGULAR

•

Cur OF BARNrE's COFFEE OR TEA

•

PLANb.T b.Af2-TJJ
TRb.ATb.I<.y

•

Uri.versit:y B:uleiard
J>W.lel:ee's

I

.Ebstm

ChickE!'l

-1{ . '

No Coupon

Needed!

S.R. 50

l\o Conpon
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Student Legal Services
Problems With:

Across from UCF!
*Under New Management*
We offer beautiful 1 and 2 bedroom apartments from
$360 (1 bedroom) to $425 (2 bedrooms)
• Walking Distance from UCF
• Covered· Parking
• Laundry Facilities
•Pool
• Central Heat and Air Conditioning
University

12017 Solon Drive
Orlando, Fl 32826
(407) 273-4097

Pasture
Solon

Office Hours (M-F) 9-5pm

•

•Landlords
•Insurance
•Contracts
•Traffic Tickets

•

•
•
•

Need:

•

•A Will
. •A Name Change
•Uncontested Dissolution

•

UCF's Student Legal Services provides free
legal consultation and representative in certain legal areas for qualified UCF students.

For inforrnation or an appointment
call 823-2538
or stop by the student center
room 210
Monday--·Friday 8am-Sp1n
Funded through Activity & Service Fee
by the Student Government Association

•

•
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~a.s-t, ~ie:n.dly

Ser"Vice •

· • C1ose -to Ca.mpu.s •
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Extended Buyback Hours
.

.

Dec 5-8 (M-R) 8:30-7:00
. Dec 9 (F) 8:30-6:0_0
Dec IO (Sat) 10:00-4:00
Dec 12-15 (M-R) 8:30-7:00
Dec 16 (F) 8:30-6:00 ·
Dec 17 (Sat) 10:00-4:00

.

.

Coffe9e !Book &

aupplJ

College Book & Supply• 12209 University Blvd.
Orlando, Florida 32817 • (407) 249-0855
(Next to Domino's & Kinko's in the University Shoppes)
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Write the news. 823-8192
D New Professional Award

Question

Joanna McCully, international student services coordinator,
received the New Professional
Award from the NAFSA: Association of International Educators at
the groups regional conference in
Huntsvil1e, Ala., earlier last month.
McCully was honored for her
leadership and contributions to international education at UCF and in
Orlando.

The
Knowledge

AfllM BY JOHN SIN£lHON

~m~(~ .

l(A~NIN~

D Puppets show comes to
grad class
MicheLee Puppets performed its "Kids on the Block"
disability awareness pr~gram for
Dr. Kathy McGhee's graduate art
for exceptionalities class.
The show addressed physical and mental disabilities, dealing
with divorce and child abuse, and
racial harmony. MicheLee Puppets
. is a non-profit group which expects
to reach over 62,000 elementary
students in 400 schools this year.
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OMA~ fPrs MICHAH RArArORl
K~rnlY SWANSON
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MU~Jrn1 ANlf YGlARKf.. ca-P~aauc~rnWIBHl AlONIO WllllAMS
PRaauc~~ JOHN SINBlHON ANo rALil HAll
~%WM~~ JOHN SINBlHON
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D Santa Serenade
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~~ · SEASON
~·~
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~j TO EARN

MONEY

t

Join the Sea World Family for the holidays and have fun, meet
friends and earn a $100 BONUS in addition to your paycheck
for a h~lly, jolly holiday season . Just minutes from Orlan~o,
our world famous entertainment park- seeks high-energy individuals to help us in

~~
~I.r

1!
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1

:

J
1

••

"THE PLACE FOR EYES"

INCLUDING GIORGIO ARMANI &

GUESS

(MINIMUM PURCHASE OF $109)

,,.J

••I II
••

~·

EYES FOREVER OPTICAL

ANY COMJ>LETE GLASSES

Don 't
in person:
, ,
Monday- Friday, 9:00 am - 4:30 pm .
Come to the
j
Sea World Staffing Center
~I
7007 Sea World Drive
~•
Orlando, FL
•
1
Job Line Phone Number: 363-2612

i ..

Dave Thomas (above), Chairman of Wendy's International, is presented a t-shirt'by Howard Weisz Jr.,
CEO of Children's Home Society of
Florida, in appreciation of Thomas'
work on CHS' public service announcements. The commercials promote. foster parenting in Orange,
Osceola and Seminole counties.

THE CLOSEST FULL SERVICE OPTICAL TO UCF

• A starting rate of $5.00 per hour
• Medical insurance is available
• Complimentary tickets to Sea World, Busch ·Gardens,
and Cypress Gardens
• Free admission for yourself with your employee ID card
• Discounts for food and merchandise
• PLUS A $100 BONUS
FOR WORKING THE HOLIDAY SEASON"

d~/ay! Ap~ly

The Central Florida He! pline,
a 24 hour crisis telephone line, will
hold its third annual silent auction at
Johnson Hall at the Calvary Assembly of God in Winter Park on Sat.,
Dec. 3. , from 4 to 7 p.m. Info: 7407408.

•

Team up with Sea World and you'll receive:

.

D Helpline Auction

D Thomas receives award

,.

• FOOD SERVICE
• MERCHANDISE
• OPERATIONS

JJ'J

The Florida Easte~ Seal Society will host the "Santa's Serenade
at the Lakesdie Inn," on Sunday,
Dec. 18 from 3 to.5 p.m. The event
will take place on.the grounds of the
Lakesdie Inn in Mt. Dora. The event
is sponsored by WESH-CH.2 and
WLOQ 103.l FM. Tickets are$10.
Info: (904) 383-4101.

I

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

··------------------------------------------------------ ••
I

$25°0 OFF
FREE TINT ON PLASTIC LENSES
($15.00 VALUE)

COMPLETE EYE EXAM
$3900
CONTACT LENS EXAM $50

89 ALAFAYA WOODS BLVD.

359-0937
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK
TILL 8 PM THUR. AND FRI.
• EXAMS BY INDEPENDENT DOCTORS OF OPTOMETRY
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·Coffin display found
too morbid for holidays

WE NEED

HELP!

!)

The Honey Baked Harn Co.

is in search of help during the
holidays to fill our Sales Counter
and Production positions. We have
stores located in the following
srates: Alabama, Arkansas,
Colorado, Florida, Georgia,
Louisiana, Mississippi, Missouri,
Nevada, North and South Carolina,
Tennessee and Utah. Please stop
by immediately to inquire about
seasonal help. Check the white
pages for information on the store
np.arest you.

1

photo/ARMANDO SOLARES .

University Mobil
r

Your one stop automotive need

r-------------------,
SPECIAL
OIL CHANGE

$19.95
Oil filter, 9-point safety,check
L----------~~-------~
Free medium fountain drinks with
any purchase

A UCF student stares into an open coffin in a drunk driving
display the bookstore window to see his face in a mirror.

oChristmas and
coffins don't mix,
bookstore manager
says. ·
by KATIE JONES
Managing editor
A Ion~ coffin sat in the
empty window of the UCFBookstore with a sign hanging above
it, "Look inside to see the next
possible victim of DUI." Inside
the coffin was a mirror reflecting
the face of any student who peered
inside.
Only a few students were
able to look inside the coffin to
see their face in an image of death,
as the display was taken down
after an hour, due to complaints
from several students.
Bob Leonard,. bookstore
manager, said "I asked them to
take it out because I didn't feel it
was appropriate ... because it was
Christmas time."
Leonard said that fo the
hour the .display was in the window, he received complaints from
students who were upset because
the coffin reminded them of a
family member who had died
around Christmas time.
One student was particu- ,
larly upset over a recent holiday
death of her mother.
Erin Brown, coordinatorof
Peer Education Outreach Program, said that the display was
set up to send a message to students about the dangers of drinking and driving during the holiday season.
"John" a 23-year-old UCF
student who was convicted of a
DUI almost four years ago, said
"It's lame that they took the display out. I understand that it's
Christmas time and nobody wants

Future
classifieds
get ,
RESULTS.
823-8054

to see morbidness, but it takes an
especially -strong message to
reach people that drink and
drive."
He added that it took waking up in a jail cell, wonderi·ng
how he didn't kill anyone, for
him to stop drinking and driving.
"Maybe it'll take them looking at
their girlfriend with her face
busted open to get the message
too.'!
Brown said that the display
has been used effectively in other
schools, and she said,, "I have
never heard of it having to be
taken down before."
According the Journal of
American College Health Statistics, 75 percent of college-aged
students report drinking and driving.
It's statistics like these,
which tend to escalate in the holiday season, that cause the group
Promoting Alcohol Response
Through You to set up the display.
Although Leonard, who
supports the anti-drunk driving
program of PARTY, said that the
display was too morbid for the
holiday season • .it's that kind of
impact that Brown was hoping to
achieve.

Until there's a cure,
there's the
American Diabetes
Association.

677-7988

(M@bil)

University Mobil
4009 N. Goldenrod
Corner of University & Goldenrod

I

OVER 15,000 MOVIES TO SELECT FROM
• FREE MEMBERSHIP W /PROPER ID
• FREE POPCORN

$1 99 RENTALS EVERYDAY
INCLUDING NEW RELEASES

RENT 3 MOVIES
FOR$500
MON. - THURS.

*ADULT RENTALS
$299

...--------,
RENTl
: GETlFREE :

OPEN DAILY
lOam - MIDNIGHT

Publix

LOCATED 2 BLOCKS FROM
ON N. ALAFAYA TRAIL
IN THE UNIVERSITY PALM
SHOPPING CENTER
365-7779

*

McCulloch

ucp ~

University

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I MON. - THURS. I
w/ couPoN
I
I
expires 12/30/94
.J
L
* Special excludes adult rentals.

----·----

MEDICAL CAREFRS CAN MOVE
FASTER IN 1HE AIR FORCE.
•

Join the Air Force and see how fast your medical
career can move, whether you're a physician or psychologist ... dentist or physical therapist.
In each area of expertise, you'll find a professional
medical environment where the needs of the patientnot cost of treatment-come first. You'll be eligible to
apply for educational assistance to advance your
career. And enjoy an excellent compensation/benefits
package, including :Il days vacation with pay each
year.
Plu~. you'il take ~very step of your career as a commissioned officer-standing proud, confident and
cl"~ured that the best career step was the first one:
joining the Aic Force.
Discover the rewards yourself. tall
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF

------
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'Just desserts' for

Jeffrey Dahmer

Anyone who's actually spent time in prison (myself
excluded, of course) will mention the fact that the prisoners
tend to police their own. Lowest _on the food chain is anyone qfCJM'=--who has committed any act against children, such as child q"n. . .
molesters and child murderers. People in prison are no different than people out here, except for the fact that they have a bit
more trouble dealing with stress than the average Joe on the
street. So, when prisoners with histories of child abuse arrive
in prison, they get less than a warm welcome. In fact, these
prisoners often have to be placed in solitary confinement or
receive special protection to keep them from being killed by
the others.
Enter Christopher Scarver, the suspect in the beating death
of Jeffrey L. Dahmer. Scarver was already in prison for the
killing of an ~mployee at a job training program in which he
was participating. Accordingtocourtrecords, Scarver claimed to
be the son of God and heard voices telling him "who I could trust
and who was my enemy." Apparently, Dahmer wasn't on his
Christmas list.
Now, families of Dahmer and his victims are being swamped
by reporters desperate for a story not having anything to do with
OJ. Even normal Americans are now almost forced to face the
issue of justice, vengeance and corporal punishment.
Is this justice? Is Dahmer' s beating death any different from
capital punishment already in use here in Florida? Should Scarver
be hailed as a hero?
Although the motives for Scarver' s alleged killing ofDahmer
arenotyetclear, whentheyheardthenews,mostofthemassessaid
something akin to "Yeah! Alright! Kill that bastard! Where's my
beer?"
Some of the families of the victims claim that in his death,
Dahmer received much better treatment than his victims ever
did.Althoughhisdeathdoesnotbyanymeansreplacethevictims'
loss, it does close a horrible chapter in their lives.
People are becoming frustrated with the current system oflaw
"For you and me_ race is not a competition
enforcement and want something to happen. The desire for instant
For you and me - race is not a definition
gratification is a powerful one, and many feel that swift punishFor you and me - we agref!...
mentofacrimeistheonlywaytoensurejustice.Puttingthatpower
but that's just us." -Neil Peart
in the hands of the people, though, is a great risk - one that might
just ta\Ce everyone back to the days of the OK Corral, where men
"Men go crazy in congregations,
were men and undertakers were busy. The inner cities today
but they only get better one by one." -Sting
almost seem like something out of the old west, where vengeance
is achieved through the barrel of a gun. There's the two extremes:
The African-American Leadership Conference had a family of human beings, generally of common b1ood and
government protection or public enforcement. Both b.ave their national town hall meeting recently in Washington, D.C. to language, always of common history and traditions and
advantages and disadvantages; both seem the perfect ideal to "lay the ground for an African American cultural offensive impulses, who are both voluntarily and involuntarily striv-everyone. The nation as a whole needs to come to grips with this in theory and talk about it in practice," according to ing together for the accomplishment of certain more or less
problem and find a better solution than just more violence to solve Ramona Edlin, president of the National Urban Coalition. vividly concealed(?) ideals oflife. Turning to real history,
our problems.
The goals of the conference were: 1) to stress the "reclama- there can be no· doubt, first as to the widespread made
Chad Brunner
tion of racial integrity and loyalty," 2) to discuss problems universal prevalence of the race idea, the race spirit, the
Opinion editor
as community concerns and 3) to propose solutions within race ideal and as to its efficiency as th_e vastest and the most
ingenious invention for human progress." To quote a
Source: The Orlando Sentinel, Nov. 30
that context.
Recently, the blac~ community (or, more accurately, liberal colleague of mine, "[S]he can't seem to keep that
black Democrats) has been trying to rally itself in the face racism thing under [her] sheet."
The reason that African-American leaders stress over
of last month's Republican congressional victory. The
© 1994 The Central Florida Future, Inc.
and
over again the importance of racial loyalty is because
Offices: 12243 University Blvd. •Orlando, FL 3.2817 overriding premise at the conference was that the Repubthe
biggest
fear in the urban black community is that blacks .
lican Party is racist, calling it "right wing, wacky [and]
Newsroom: (407) 823-8192; FAX 823-9495
retarded." One leader even insinuated that the movement who become successful will abandon their heritage and
Editor in Chief
Dave Bauer to cut the deficit is some wild Republican plot constructed more importantly, the ghetto. Kobi Little, president of the
Managing Editor
Katie Jones
back in the 1980s that would eventually take welfare away . African Heritage Student Association, said, "If black colSports Editor
Jason Swancey
from African Americans and thus rob them of their iden- lege students decided to use their brilliance, their energy
Entertainment Editor
Sean Perry
and their time to build the black community, instead of
tity.
Opinion Editor
Chad Brunner
From this, you could have predicted that not a lot oflip Lotus and IBM, we'd be doing something." That is all fine
Photo Editor
Armando Solares
service was paid to individuality and personal indepen- and dandy, but what are these bright and intelligent black
Copy Editor
Richard Agster
dence at the conference. Edlin began by quoting W. E. B. students, who have worked hard for their education, going
News Editor
Scott C. Holbrook DuBois: "The history of the world is the history not of to do for themselves as individuals? How are they to create
Production Manager
Russ Welch
individuals, but of groups; not of nations, but of races; and their economic; means of their survival?
Staff Writers: Omar Dajani, Derek Krause, And_rew he who ignores or seeks to override the race idea in human
There is no plot. Companies do not intend, by creating
Varnon, Justin Delias, Sean Devaney, Brynner Yee, history ignores and overrides the central thought of all opportunities for blacks. to "dilute" black heritage. Quite
frankly, they just want to make money and are willing to
Mike Nemeth, Alycia Severson
history."
pay
those who will make money for them. The feuding that
It is funny how African-American leaders seem to
Business Office: (407) 823-8054; FAX 823-9495
is
occurring
within the black community is the result of the
think that it is all right to be racist, so long as one is, wel1,
Business Manager
Steve Norris African-American. Wait! I get it! This is that "empathy conflict between the individual and the collective; It is a
dvertising Manager
Jason Meder training" thing, right? No. The fact of the matter is, the phenomenon that black leaders wish to evade by overdvertising Production Asst.
Pete Matchett conference leaders say that Ronald Reagan made it fash- attributing their problems to cultural factors.
But the high point of the conference was when BenDistribution Manager
Don Bates ionable to be racist but failed to shed the racism that, to the
Administrative Asst.
Ulla Pearson outside world, ruins their own intellectual credibility. (I jamin Chavis, former director of the NAACP, shouted:
Advertising Sales
Mike Battista, James Dourell, say "to the outSide world" because this particular group of "We are not asking for a grant from the Ford Foundation
Andrea Vasquez leaders is incredibly short sighted; they listen only to or the Rockefeller Foundation, we are asking to be funded
"black" ideas on the presumption that they are culturally by ourselves! We need to do something forourselves! For
Opinions expressed in The Central Florida Future are thos_e of the new_sl?aper or its
individual columnists and not necessarily those of the Un1vers1ty adman1strat1on or
superior. For instance, when members of the audience ourselves!"
Board of Regents. Letters to the Editor must be typed with a maximum of 300 words
and include the author's signature, major and phone number. Letters are subiect to
It is tragically ironic that Mr. Chavis does not realize
were invited to stand up and speak, a white man was not
editing of grammar and for space and b~come the p~operty of the newspaper, subject
to their publication. The Central Flonda ~uture 1s a free , non·j)rOf1t newspaper
that
the best that the black community has to offer is being
allowed to talk until after he waited in line for 30 minutes.
published twice-weekly during th_e academic year _and weekly du_ring the s':lmmer.
The Central Florida Future, Inc., 1s a 501 c (3) Florida not-for-profit corporation and
ruined
by a single concept; He does not know that the road
He was "escorted" out of the auditorium.)
1s not offlc1ally associated with the University of Central Florida. Single copies for
students and faculty are free, additional copies may be purchased at the Future
to
personal
enpowerment starts with "I," not, "We."
"What, then, is a race?" Edlin continued. "It is a vast
office for S. 15 each

It's okay to be racist.. as long as you're black
Bob Vogel
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Letter to the Editor
In defense of Affirmative Action

•

,

In his article ''The Inherent Discrimination of Affirmative
Action" on Nov. 17, Brynner Yee stated that "Affirmative
Action is contradictory and unjustly punishes certain individuals for their color." Who were those certain individuals
you were referring to?
Why didn't he just come out and say white people? That
is what he meant.
I know how difficult it is for the majority of white people
today trying to get a good education at a p1;1blic high school in
order to do well on the SAT. Thank God for those politicians
in most cities whose jobs are to choose which schools will get
the new science laboratories and highly qualified staff to
prepare young white middle class students for the future.
After all, they 're the ones that are going to college and will
be running America. Why waste good money on poor Negroes and white trash who live in low class neighborhoods?
They are not going to learn anything anyway according to
Charles Murray.
If the laws were being enforced, all public schools would

be equal. Then Affinnative Action would not be necessary.
Take a look around UCF, and it will be obvious that the
minority population of UCF does not reflect the mfoority
population of Orlando (both students and staff).
In response to the Berkeley study over black and Hispartic
success rates in college, one needs to understand two things.
First of all, the blacks and Hispanics that were accepted to
Berkeley without the use of Affirmative Action may have had
a 42 to 52 percent graduation rate because they came from
middle and upper socio-economic backgrounds. They may
also have been second or third generation college students.
Second, the fact that black and Hispanics that were accepted
under Affirmative Action had a 18 to 22 percent success rate
may be due to other circumstances than academics. Did Berkeley assess any environmental factors that may have caused a
lower graduation rate for some?
They may have come from neighborhoods where they were
the majority and now have become the minority. Most whites
go off to college with a couple of friends from their graduating
class. Black and Hispanics, however, may leave home alone
and have to make friends in college. At many universities there

is a lack of black and Hispanic professors to serve as role
models. White students tend to fonn their own fraternities,
clubs and organiza_tions, they do very little to encourage black
and Hispanic membership. This, in tum, isolates them from
school activities and forces the fonnation of sub-groups. One
way colleges and universities try to remedy the above problems is to let blacks and Hispanics form their own Student
Unions to come up with some solutions for minority problems and encourage minority involvement in school activities. Unfortunately, Mr. Yee feels that this is a waste of
money.
One final note in response to the "high oriental academic
performance" Mr.•Yee mentioned. What ever did he mean by
that? Asians are over-represented in science and engineering
professions. This is due to the lack of interest of white students in
these fields. Many white students are going into quick moneymaking professions such as law and turning away from lowersa1aried professions such as physics.
Patrick Delerme
Psychology

Next week, we will be tallying the final votes and·
picking our cartoon artist for Spring 1994. This is the
last chance to get in your vote! The winner will be
announced in our Tuesday edition. Tell us which strip
you like better. Send your comments to The Central
Florida Future, 12243 University Blvd., Orlando, FL
32817 or fax them to 823-9495.
.
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Letters to the editor should be no longer 6
than 300 words and include the author's b.
name, major and signature. Send letters N
to The Central Florida Future, 12243
!:J
University Blvd., Orlando, FL 32817.
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2 Roommates needed: M/F, own Earn cash stuffing envelopes. Send
room and bath, very close to UCF. SASE to PO Box 10075 Olathe KS
Call Peter 249-2817
66051

AtlT025

OTHER..

Need a good, reliable car?
Call a fellow classmate. Many
Bus Drivers Wanted: Earn $7 an models to choose from. Call Ric at
hour
(407) 249-3212
UCF SGA is lookingfordriversforthe .____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _----1

Drinking a problem? Breaking the
chain. Group of Alcoholics Anonymous meets every Wednesday at
noon, in the UCF Student Center,
Room 211.

Foxhunt: 2bd/2ba, W/O. Avail. 1stwkin new shuttle service on campus. If you MERCURY LYNX 85, 4 speed, A/C,
have a great driving record and a AM/FM stereo. 99 km. $900/obo. 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - t
Jan. $525. Call 282-4063
Mellow Roommate: Priv. room in4bd' ,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___, commercial driver's license , please 381-4375
BECOME A PILOT
come by room 155 in the Student 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
21/2bahse, withpoolandhottub.11/ 1bd/1ba apartment, walk to UCF, W/ Center. If you don't have your COL ,
Fly when & where you want. The whole
2 mi. from UCF. $225 mo. Steve 677- Don site. $335/mo. 3 available. Mark we will train. Call 823-2191 for more Toyota Celica GT, 1984, red, 2 door, world is yours. We can give it to you.
7376
381-1311
information.
5 spd, ice air, perfect ·cond. $2300. Call 382-2000
• - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 277-5635 leave message.
NS/F Roommate to rent Mstr. Bdrm.
'
from single Mom w/2 yr old. Close to
ACCOUNTING TUTOR
Earn $: Judge Forensics. STATE
VCC-E campus. $335/mo. includes
CPA/Former College Instr. Call
Championship, Orlando, Feb. 9-11. 1991 Isuzu Impulse RS, Turbo, all
all. Call 277-6434 leave msg.
Loretta at 256-1140
Contact: Dr. Barbara Williamson, wheel drive, A/C, PW, PL, cassette
HOLIDAY WORK - APPLY NOW 407-632-1111 ext. 2424
Stereo, 39,000 miles, $9300, Rob 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - t
M/F Roommate Needed: $237.50
$10.05 starting. Immediate open249-2817
TRAVEL
plus util. 5 min. from UCF. Call 381ings. Entry level positions,
·EARN
$500
or
more
weekly
stuffing
Rentals*4
Jobs*
Roomates*
5985
advncement possible, flexible
envelopesathome. SendlongSASE·
Sale*Trades
fOR..~
NS Roommate to share 3/2 house on schedules. Scholarships available.
to : Country Living Shoppers, Dept.
- Aspen/Snowmass-TellurideOpenings throughout Greater
Econ Trail. Garage, computer, etc.
S37, P.O. Box 1779, Denham
Winterpark
Must be clean, responsible. $350/mo. Orlando and Seminole County. Call Springs, LA 70727
Wants
ads
from local--Newspaper
BED - Queen Orthopedic. Must sell !
331-9006 for-interview.
includes util. 679-6245
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - t $135 657~9082
(updated weekly) Touch-Tone
access. 18+ a must. $3 first min.,
M/F Non-Smoker wanted to share 4/
Help Wanted: Earn up to $500 per
$1.50 after
Student Government
week assembling product~ at home. 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
3 Townhouse 10 min. from campus,
1-900-285-6688
near Howell Branch and Aloma. Own
Accountant's Assistant
No experience. Info 1-504-646-1700 FUTON: $50 Call 273-6454or 823You'ed have to live here to get'em
5905
bath, W/O, dishwasher, etc. $240/mo., Assistant needed to help with Dept. FL-3o7
any quicker
$100 dep. split util. Call 679-9494 accountant's daily activities and re- 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ;
(leave message)
sponsibilities. Typingandspreadsheet
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 knowledge a plus. 15 hrs/wk, conveWinter Park
Ultra Terrain Mountain Bike. ExM/F Non-Smoker: Recent Qrad look- nient location and rewarding work with
CLUBHOUSE
celient condition $130 380-2026
ing to move about 5 mi from campus . students. Call the SGA office at 823Grill
ext. 1602
Be involved in decision on location & 2191 or stop by the Student Center, Opening in December, all positions, .
room 155 for an application.
price. Call Marek 282-7597
full and part time available. Come 1-----------~ K.C.O. inc. Typing $1.50 678-6735
and join ·the fun at the biggest and
P175/70R13 4 tires $150, New
River Park Apts. Seeking female
fastest growing Sports Restaurant daybed w/mattress $125. Kim a t t - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
Park
Attendant
(Part-time)
non-smoker for 2bd'2ba. $320 + 1/2
of the 90's
Maitland Community Park
249-2135
A + Typing & Word Processing
util. Call Amy (305) 345-5508
Duties to include: Revenue control,
.,.____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___, Laser print. Professional results!
Apply in person at
FINS 2/1, Heather Glen Apts. Lake rentals, reservations, monitoring of
PAGER: Beeps, vibrates, light, time, Same day turn-around available!
3090Aloma
view, $252 + 1/2 util. Avail. ASAP entire facility, i.e. tennis, basketball,
Close to UCF! Call 366-7123.
alarm clock. Only $10. 407-834-~0
Comer of Aloma and Semoran
racquetball, playrounds, trails,
Cheryl 679-9596

Hf.f.P WANlE.D

I

I

pavilions and boardwalk.
Brand New Apt. $240 + 1/2 util. 382- Contact: Barrell Jessee at 539-0042
6607
"Tuition Reimbursement"
M/F NS Roommate: needed to share
Medical Benefits" "Flexible
3/2 Alafaya Woods Apt. 3 ·miles from
Shifts"
campus. All amenities, W/D. $190/ Work for major oil company as
1-m_o_._+_1_13_u_ti_I._c_a_llG_en_e_a_t3_5_9_-1_8_80-1 Friendly Service AttendantorCashier 1st, 2nd or 3rd shifts, full or partRoommate Needed to share my time schedules, many locations availplace (Mission Bay) $350 + 1/2 util. or able.
share another place, M/F, N/S. Call Kelly Service~ for an interview
Senior Grad Call James 671-8365
today! 246-1821

Look to the Future sports section for Orlando
Magic coverage throughout the season.
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-' Chicken
Roasted

NOW OPEN, in "University Square"
Corner of University blvd. and Goldenrod 671-0669

Featuring:
• Roasted Chicken• Gyro,Mousaka • Soups & salads
• Roasted Potatos •.Spinach pies • Deli Sandwiche

BEST BUYS FOR A COLLEGE BUDGET

---rnEN---,r---TI-iEN __ _
. I I
$5.99
:I
.., .$2.99
1
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Roasted Chicken

Special Offer
whole chicken

and a side dish
Limit 2 offers per coupon.
Not valid w/ any other oflers.

I
I
I
I

Special Offer
I Choose 1 of our most popular
I entrees, 1/4 chicken olatter,
I chicken cypriana: Gyro
Limit 2 persons per coupon.
I
Not valid w/ any other offers.
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on the inside
13 • Aborting the fact: What
would it be like?
14 • Weezer and Live,
Candlebox at the Edge
15 • Pennywise and Arrested
Development's Dionne Farris
in the calendar
16 • TheatreUCF 's newest
production
18 • Judybats' fresh release
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Guess What's Just Around
the· Corner?
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Just a thought
by Sean Perry
It seems that with every
emotionally driven moral dispute,
hypccrisy takes the reigns. Two
sides clash with strong beliefs,
only to lose grasp of the influential factors in the trenches.
The abortion issue is one of
the nastiest struggles of the past
decade with the "Right to lifers"
throwing tantrums and assassinating physicians, while the "Freedom of choice" pedestrians get
their civil rights trampled.
Wehaveaconstitution, written over two centuries ago, guaranteeing us the right to make our

own decisions and to Jive as individuals. However, a large number
of "old schoolers" seem to believe
that we do not deserve the right to
control our own person. They even
go as far as taking Jives in order to
prove that the unborn should live.
I hate to get involved in a
decision in which I will never be
directly affected. I am a man that
would like to influence my lady's
decision over our child, yet would
never attempt to designate a precedent for other females that I do
not know.
Let everyone do their own
thing, and if they are not mature
enough to make decisions then
al1ow them to trust their own father and mother.
Whenever someone tel1s another person how to live their live,
they denounce themselves a selfindulged hypocrite, that may never
reach the purity of a newborn
again.
Keep an open mind when
reading our issue and please keep
an open mind when making social
and personal decisions.

The February 1995' LSAT!
You don't have to spend your holiday vacation studying
for the LSAT ... Enjoy your break, then let BAR/BRI help
you achieve a higher score than you thought possible!

Classes begin January 17
Miami - Orlando - Gainesville - Tallahassee

1-800-777-EXAM

--m- mention this ad ~o receive $250 OFF of c~urse tuition

--AA-

(one discount per person)

~

enroll before December 15, 1994 and receive a FREE
~
Law School Application Primer
·
·
!:fj freeze discount price for any future course vvith a $25 deposit

....

·-
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SEMESTER PROJECTS?

try.
I

'

CAMPUS ~~;~iCe~er

• JRANSPARENCIES 67(
• (LEAR/VINYL BINDING , $2.65

• 100%

COTTON THESIS COPIES

15 (

I

• CARD (OVER SPIRAL BIND
• PASSPORT PHOTOS
More students take Kaplan's courses every
year than any other test prep company's.
Call us today to find out why.

$1 •75

$8.95

• RESUME PAPER COPIES

12 (

..

1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN

The Answer to the test q~estion

Behind Applebee's on Collegiate way
12140 Collegiate Niy, Suite 110 • Or.laOOo, Florida 32817 • (407) 382-5555

Hbortion and the history books: What if?
by JEFF HUNT
Axis writer

Sitting in my time machine, I
count the minutes until the main
power boosters ar.e ready. My body
quivers with excitement. lean har.dy
contain myself while this marvel of
engineering heats up. I just pray
that there ar.e no last-minute gliches
to hold me up.
My mind goes over the thousands of events that I can change;
the people and places that I can visit
and destroy. My mind is overloading just thinking of all that I can do.
I didn't study history for nothing; I
always knew 1hat all that knowledge would come in handy one day.
Well, here goes nothing. The
main engines are performing at ·110
percent and everything looks good.
I enter the date to arrive, lower my
face shield and apply force to the
throttle.
Blam ! Within seconds I'm
transported back to 1898, to the
home of Ursa Hitler.
I park my time machine and
preceed to change into the attire of
a Germa11 Luitenent. I then head for
the door of her apartment where I
am greeted by a pregnant Ursa,
whose husband is at work.
I introduce myself as a member of the German military and then
explain the importance of my assignment. I am part of a secret
branch whose job is to help prepare
our citizens for war in the upcoming
years. I tell her that we have special

connections who tell us everything
and they say that her child is not
forming properly in the womb. I
explain to her that it would not be
good for Germany to have to spend
money on saving a child that can not
be of any use to us in the corning
year.s. I then add that if she wants
her husband to keep his fine job and
for them to be gi vi en another chance
at having a child, she will do exacly
what I tell her.
I inform her she must abort
her baby and convince her husband
that it was a miscarriage. Plain and
simple!
I explain to her that brilliant
German scientists have come up
with a new pill to heip people with
problems like hers; it instantly induces a miscarriage and there are rio
side affects.
She says that she wants to do
what is right and what will help her
country, so she agrees ,to the treatment. I hand her the pill and watcf1
as one of the world's most infamous
leaders is put to death.
As I head for the door, I remind her not to say' anything to
anyone and then tell her of the great
service she has done the world - I
mean, Germany.

She answers and door looks
rather lar.ge. I comment on the state
of her pregnancy and then tell.herof
my mission. I say that I ar.n here
from the office of the Republic of

•••
Back in the time machine, I
enter a new date and destination. I
instantly appear in Rome during the
spring of 100 B.C. I dress in a robe,
throw some flowers on my head and
then preceed to the home Ann
Ceasar.

Rome and they have ordered me to
find her because the priests have
recieved word from the gods that
her child will be born with the head
of a goat.

She is flabberghasted and begs
me to help her. I say no problem! I
tell her that a Roman alchemist has
come up with a new pill called the
Day After pill that will solve all her

I climb back into the machine
and let my mind flow with ideas for
my next world-changing abortion.
History is just exploding with possibilities.
Then it comes to me! I have
already single~handedly prvented
millions form dying in World War.
II and changed the way our nation is
going to come about, so next I'll
change the face of religion.
I set the dials to 1 B.C. and
wait for the time jump. I can't help
but to be excited about keeping millions more from dying in the name
of Christ.
I hop out of the machine and
change into a dirty robe. Bethlaham
is just down the road. There I find
the virgn Mar.y with a child bar.ely
showing.
Sitting down next to her, I
explain that I am here from God and
that my mission is to keep her from
having this unnatural child. I explain that He has provided me with
a pill to keep the world- I mean, to
save her from having to endure it.
. I reach into my pocket and
produce the means of change, the
· one that will do the deed. But as I'm
handing it to her, I feel something
climbing on my back.
I open my eyes to find my cat
walking ar.ound on me. I throw the
cat off and run out into the den.
problems.
There I grab a history book to check
She thanks me and downs the the current status of the world.
pill. I try to hold back my laughter as
Yep, everything is · still
I hit the door. My mission of mis- screwed up.
chief is going killer.

Going against tile grain on tile major /a/Jc/ scene
Sire Records releases the seve11tlt i11 o series of coinpilatio11S aimed at stirring 11p more tlto11 j11st the pop cit.arts
Various Artists
Just Say Roe
(Sire Records)

.

Just Say Roe markstheseventh
installment of the Just Say Yes sampler series from Sire Records. Over
the years, Sire has released these samplers not only to gain exposure for
their artists, but to champion causes. An example is
the fifth installment, Just
Say Anything , which highlighted free speech. With
thereleaseofRoe,Siretack-:
Jes it's biggest monster yet,
abortion. Thedisccelebrates the 21st anniversary of
the 1973 Supreme Court
Roe vs. Wade decision,
legalizing abortion.
With artists ranging
from Madonna to the
Waterlillies to Ride, this
album covers a wide range
talent that has been synonymous with the Sire label. Along with the 16 samplings comes a message
from NARAL- Nation Abortion and
Reprcxluctive Rights Action League.
The al bum kicks of with a song
from Talking Heads frontman gone
solo, David Bryne's "Lillies of the
Valley,"taken fromhis latestselftitled
release. Pop-star. turned rave girl Madonna contributes "Return to Innocence," a house-infected tune produced by Shep Pettitxme. Other highlights on the album include efforts by

Kristen Hersh and Tonya Donnely of
Throwing Muses fame. Donnally's
new gig Belly contributed aTom Jones
cover, '-'It's not unusual." Hersh wrote
"Hysterical Bending" just for the Roe
compilation.
- Hersh was not the onfy artistto
break out the pen specifically for this
compilation. Scorpio Rising, BiGod

20 and Danielle Dax add songs that
were specially produced for Just Say
Roe. Perhaps the best two Roe miginalsareJohn Westly Harding's "Right
To Choose" and the Poster Children's
''Roe vs. Wade"
Great covers also appear on
Just Say Roe besides the aforementioned Tom Jones classic. Ride adds a
JiveversionofJohnLennon's"IDon't
Want To Be A Soldier." Scorching

guitars swirl throughout the song in .
superb Ride fashion.
Perhaps Linda Forman said it
best in the album liner: ''This album is
not about whether abortion is right or
wrong. It is about the current status of
a women's right to choose, and
whether that right will be hers in the
future." She goes on to point out that
between 1977 and 1989,
· 77farnilyplanningclinics were torched or
bombed, 117 were tar.get~ of arson, 250 received bomb threats,
231 were invaded and
Top: Madonna is the top star to contribute, Bottom: Tripmaster
224 were vandalized.
Mo_
nkey, Throwing Muses, BiGod20, Poster Children, Waterlillies·
All of these actions taken by groups
who ar.e "pro-life." Sire
Recordshasmadea bold
statement withJust Say
Roe, by combining a
controversial issue with
theJatestin cutting-edge
music. With this disc,
Sire hopes to more than
increase record sales, it
hopes the Roe vs. Wade
decision becomes a ludicrous tribute to the narrow
mindedness of our society of today.
-Jim Martin

Alls wm be dlvtnd uway nve copies of
Jusf Say Roe. All you have to do Is stop
by Wl1b ulcw cam ol IOOd ror fbc
Sttond llarvesf lood bank. Also rcgisfer
foWin all11Ued cdUloo copy of
111doua's KW CD, ktrtt. COll'fcsy Of
Sire Ra:n ud .AllJ

Fantiiila Mansions set up house for Weezer
their allowed. ·
Weezer took the stage in front
of a hord of Screaming girls, who
probably wanted to undo more than
just their sweaters. Despite the volume which was resting on ten-and-ahalf, Weezer looked like they were
half asleep. It did not effect the execution of their songs, but it looked as if
they were ,annoyed
like a father who has
been pulled away
from his Sunday
sports section. Only
having an albums
worth of material,
they played all the
favorites of their
eponymous debut.
We also ran
into Matt Sharp and
Patrick Wilson, the
bassist and drummer
of Weezer after their
set. We asked them
how did it feel when
Fantima Mansions opened the show.
they were suddenly
vaulted into rock stardom.
Music Express.
"It was weird, we went from
"We've been surprised at the
response ... .it' sa young audience, much being a band struggling to one that
younger than we expected" Coughlin wasn't, it wasn't a big deal though."
also commented about NME' s decla- Sharpe replied. We asked how they
ration. "Thatdoesn'tmean a thing, the liked working with Ric Ocasek on
British music scene is becoming a producing the album.
"He'sacoolguy, we liked him,"
laughing stock. Especially with that
crap Suede and Blur are doing." No Wilson said, looking for more words
matter what happens to the British to add to his statement. With no revmusic scene, the Fantirna Mansions elations on Ocasek, we moved on to
will be making music for as long as themakingoftheirlatestvideo, ''Buddy
until Nine Inch Nails broke it mainstream ... now you've got people who
used to be in metal bands getting into
it'' replied Coughlin with a tinge of
resenbnent. We asked them how big
of a difference it was playing in the
U.S. opposed to the U.K., where
they've been deemed "the best rock
and roll band in Britain" by the New

by JIM MARTIN
Axis music editor

With the Fanti.ma Mansions
opening, alternative sensations Live
andWeezerstoppedbyJacksonville
University'sSwisherGym to play a
few tunes. With two of the three
bands achieving modern day godliness by becoming MTV ''Buzz"
darlings, the cheese was out in force.
It didn't stop the slammers from
bloodying themselves, making it a
long night for the inexperienced security.
FantirnaMansions started the
show with the most energetic performance of the night. In support of
their latest release on Radioactive
records, Lost in the Former West,
Fanti.ma Mansions played a combination of new material and old. Perhaps one of the industrial pioneers,
the Mansions showed that they are
the real deal. Axis spoke to Cathal
Coughlin of the Mansions before the
show. What he had to say is much
like the Mansions Lyrics, strait forward and a relentless.
The Fanti.ma Mansions were
formed in the U.K. in 1989 by the
two principles in the band, Cathal
Coughlin and Sister Mary Aindros
O'Gruama, now known as "Grippo."
(In the spirit of the man formerly
known as Prince, R.l.P.) We asked if
he intended to make industrial music
or if their sound just happened.
"We used to be into industrial

Holly." The video takes place in Al's
Diner from the famed Happy Days
television show. In Weezer'S> bio, it
says that Wilson's best friend is in a
Buffalo band named Winlder, as in
Henry Winkler (ak.a The Fonze.) I
wondered if they were closet Happy
Days junkies.
"No, that was all SpikeJonze's
doing. He had like, three ideas.It came
down to either us driving down to
spring break in a big car.with mufflers
(scarves) wrapped around our necks
on or the Happy Days idea," Shape
answered. Soon, we were found by
many adoring fans so we shook hands
and I made my way back to see Live.
Livecameoutseemingmoreor
less like the consolation prize on a bad
gameshow. The crowd was tired from
the Mansions and Weezer, but they

still received a considerable ovation. One things for sure, when they
say Live they mean live. Ed
Kowalski and the boys played for a
solid hour and a half, not including
encore. In that hour and a half they
played virtually every live song
thereis.Itwasgoodinthatjustabout
everyone heard their favorite live
song, the bad part is that everyone
had to listen to all ofLive's songs to
hear their favorite.
It was obvious the crowd
was more into their latest release
Throwing Copper, cheeringforhits
"I Alone" and "Selling the Drama."
After the show, there was a feeling
ofdrabcontentment Theirwasnothing to complain about, nor not much
to laud-All in all, it was worth the
price of admission.

.Weezer tore up Jacksonville preparing for Live.

,.

It's 10 PM. You've crammed for finals
all week. Took two today. And
now you've got to pack an entire
semester's worth of Philosophy into
one take-home exam, in one night.
But how do you stay awake when
you're totally wiped? Revive
with Vivarin. Safe as coffee,
Vivarin helps keep you awake
and mentally alert for hours.
So when you have pen in
hand, but sleep on the brain,
make it a Vivarin night!
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TheatreUCf' caps off sizzling
semester with 'Jamey Foster'
by RICHARD AGSTER
Axis Arts critic
and LAURA BUNDY
Contributing writer

This season, TheatreUCF
offers a truly gifted group of artists to the UCF campus and community. The Wake of Jamey Foster is the third production offered
this season on the UCF mainstage.
The action of the play occurs in the household of the late
Jamey Foster, occupied by his
family, his body and ·various
passers-by. As these people, including his soon-to-have-been ex,
her pig farmer beau, brothers and
sisters-in-law and a stranded, firefeaiing orphan, endure Foster's
wake and funeral preparations, the
natural zaniness of these relatives
surfaces more or less at one an-

other. Doors are slammed, food is
thrown and large amounts of Iiquor are consumed, as playwright
Beth Henley makes every effort
to portray the dysfunctional nature of this family, throwing in a
healthy dose of sentimentality.
The problem with Jamey
Foster is that, between
Married... with Children and Mrs.
Doubtfire, we have been bornbarded by "dysfunctional" families in movies and.television.
A lot of the -yelling in this
play sounds like a normal Thanksgiving dinner with relatives in
Anytown, USA, and the subject is
jaded enough to make Foster not
really furiny anymore.
This is not to say that
TheatreUCF doesn't do all it can
with this play. The actors all try to
hold firm grasps on their charac-

ters and relationships, the set is
imaginatively made and even the
crooning Patsy Cline introductions
set an appropriate backdrop.
What holds back this prod u c t i o n
seems to be
the fact that
TheatreUCF,
in a year that
it is blessed
with some
truly talented
actors, selected this
part i cu 1a r
play for an
otherwise
strong season:
At the
center
of
Jamey Foster

stands Marshall, played with humor and tenderness by Krista M.
Pelham. A veteran of the UCF
stage, Pelham provides a sense of
rationality throughout most of the

Two essential
ingredients
for a perfect
date:
A date and this.

/

It's everywhere
)IOU V\ta.nt to be:

~")Visa

U . S.A. Inc . J9Q4

play. Amidst the hysterical chaos
of the Foster household, her reactions, even th~se at the top of her
lungs, seem the most natural and
most consistent. Pelham falters
slightly only when attempting some of Henley's vaguer
passages about marriage and
romance, apparently the
playwright's effort at wisdom. When her character is
given well-written lines, as
happens often enough,
Pelham seems right at home
in Marshall's skin.
Similarly comfortable
with hisroleasBrockerSlade
is Jim HalL Both his wonderful accent and his characterization are solid and consistent. Despite his less than
virtuosic performance on the
spoons, Hall is a pleasure to
watch, not so much because
we lov.e h_is character, but because
he seems so perfectly suited to it.
Hall and Pelham, with their
unlikely romance, create a sturdy
center with their easy consistency.
The rest of the cast blends in·
and out of scenes with a flurry of
emotion and frantic body language. A hunched, slightly dim
Leon, played by Kevin Reams,
has many funny moments, but too
much· time is spent establishing
that he is very slow and not very
young. Although both Julia
Granacki's lines and her accent
give her trouble, her Collard seems
both well-understood and strongly
portrayed by this actress. Overall,
minor diffic.ulties on the part of
the actors did not prevent some
excellent moments for each of
them.
The set, consisting of the
Foster home, is appropriately cluttered and fun to look at. Providing
a number of locales in which a
variety of scenes could occur, the
construction facilitates simultaneous actions in different parts of
the house. The set's one drawback
seems to be the invisible parlor
walls, around which actors carefully walk but through which the
som~times manage to speak.
The Wake of Jamey Foster
may not be the ideal selection for
TheatreUCF's talented troupe, but
they attack it with a fervor and a
dedication which deserves praise.
Jamey Foster closes its run
at the UCF Theatre this week.
Final performances are Dec. I
through 4. Students receive a discount. For more information, call
the box office at 823-1500.

Look in
Tuesday's
issue for the
December
Holiday
Theatre
Calendar _J
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by CYNTHIA CONLIN
Contributing writer

I squealed with anticipation when I was handed the plastic
jewel box decorated with a four-horned ram. Rarely am I this
excited because of a release of a new compact disc. But hey, The
Cult, they're ... well, timeless? Is that a good word? I mean, even
though the band's popularity has stretched beyond its underground .
birthplace, the music The Cult plays still has a somewhat mysterious feeling that makes me close my eyes, wanting to hear it loud
-LOUDER LOUDER! Yes! ... sway, move, dance wildlyswirling colors, fluttering doves. Is it wrong for me to say that The E: '<EDFii~'L,.
Cu1t is an acid trip without the chemicals?
But enough of that - back to the album. So is this self-titled
album what I expected? As good, perhaps even better, than the best Cult album of all time, (the one which is worn and
tattered from my oveiplaying it), Love? Or the driving, rocking Electric? The band's last album, Ceremony, seemed to
be a backward movement. Would this next release continue the pattern?
Well, The Cult is good. No, it reaches invisible hands up through the speaker and tickles my spine, relaxing my
limbs and Jooseningmy neck. It makes me limber, rising on my toes, floating through smoke clouds and pushes me accross
the floor, taking hold of me like a string handles a yo-yo. The Cult engulfs me, grabs me like only it can do so.
But is it better than Love?
Well, I don't think so. However, I think it would be unfair to compare a brand new album to one to which I have
listened uncountable times through ·a string of tape decks then three CD players, almost to the point of worship.
But I am willing to give this one equal spin time, and I think that, says something for the album.
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A new romantic comedy-from MGM.

Opens December 16
at theatres everyv. here.

In evny relationship.. ,

There's a time to talk. ..

And a time when wo1ds...

just get in the way.
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Judybats
Full Empty
(Sire)
It's hard to believe that a band
like Judybats hails from Knoxville,
Tenn., wheretheaverageradiostation
plays songs from acts like Dunn &
Brooks and Clint Black. What's even
harder ro believe is thatJ udybats could
forgeanothercompilationoftruly great
songs that definitely stands up to their
three former collections.
Full Empty completely surpassed all expectations of excellence
on every count. Musically, the band
has grown from its last release, Pain
Makes YouBeautiful, while maintainingitstrademarkJudybatssound. The
distinct voice of lead singer Jeff
Heiskell ranges from the lilting, poignant vocals of ballads like ''In This
Maroon"totheraw,powerfultonesof
the rocking "Regret Revisited."
Judybats use an eclectic mix of
acoustic and electric elements that
makes it impossible to define them

intoanyspecificgenre. The
musicisalwaysupbeatand
charged with energy, and
starting with the opening
track, "What We Lose,"
the intensity continues
throughout the entire collection. The lyrics, which
are written by Heiskell,
often deal with difficult
topics like depression and
suicide; but this is merely a
reflection of the inherent
happy/sad components of
life and love. Heiskell often attempts to overcome
the melancholia and lift the spirits, as
in the track ''Happy Song [Settling]'',
wherehesays, "Iwannaseeyouhappy
again ... Wanna see you smilin' once
again."
Perhaps the biggest surprise of
the 14 tracks on Full Empty is the
cover of tqe classic Bee-Gees' disco
~ne "Jive Talkin'," which remains
amazingly faithful totheoriginal. This
is by no means an attempt to jump onto
some disco-revivalist bandwagon; in
fact, quite the opposite.
"A lot of bands sit around and
try to think of covers that might make
them look cool," explained Heiskell.
''But you'd be hard-pressed to find
something more un-cool than that."
The unconventional attitude
ofJudybats separates them from the
mainstream and makes them a band
apart, unafraid to confront the issues that most contemporary bands
skirt. And it's that attitude that
_ makes Full Empty such an undeniable success.
• Scott C. Holbrook

rw~n~~~~p,Qerma~~a~h~~kid~,
IJust want a cheap fling? Find a partner. Take I
12lllLPJ!r.§.o.!l«!L'!S.!D.ff4uLe£~~i!!.e.S.s.- __ .J

This Cbrisntass. QjsFrra). Winter.
©MCMXCIV New Line Productions. Inc. All Rights Reseived.

Turn on. Tune in.
Stay informed .

•

The latest state, national and international news
throughout the Alternative Afternoon.
News updates alo
3:26
4:26 I
5:26 I

0

I
I
I

I

Complete news reports at:
1 3:56 I
14:56 I

I5:56 I

Monday through Friday on WUCF-FM, The Alternative and Cultural Source. If you'd like to join the 89.9 News Team, call 823-2444.
?
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1994-95 Men's Basketball Schedule
•
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•

•
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Date
11-14

Opponent
Time
Levski-Total: Bulgaria
(exhibition)
11-21 Gainesville AAU (exhibition)
11-29 @Rollins
7:30pm
12-3
@Eastern Kentucky
7:30pm
12-8
Georgia
7:30pm
12-10 @ South Florida (Sports Channel
7:00pm
Florida)
12-15 Winthrop
7:30pm
12-19 @Alabama
8:30pm
12-28 Hartford
7:30pm
12-30 UNLV
9:00pm
1-5.
@Stetson**
7:30pm
1-7
Florida International**
8:00pm
1-9
Florida Atlantic (Sunshine
7:30pm
Network)
1-12
@ Georgia State**
7:00pm
@Samford**
1-14
8:30pm
1-19
Mercer**
7:30pm
1-21
Stetson ** (Sunshine Network)
7:30pm
1-26
Georgia State **
7:30pm
1-28
@ College of Charleston
· 7:00pm
@Campbell
1-30
7:30pm
2-4
Southeastern Louisiana **
7:30pm
(Sunshine Network)
2-6
Centenary **
7:30pm
2-9
@Florida International**
8:00pm
2-11
@ Centenary **
8:05pm
7:30pm ~
2-16
Campbell **
.
2-18
College of Charleston **
8:00pm
2-22
@ Florida Atlantic
7:30pm
2-25
@ Mercer
4:30pm
3/2-4 T AAC Tournament @ UCF
TBA
(ESPN)
Home Games in Bold (to be played in the UCF Arena)
**Denotes a Trans America Athletic Conference

~~
Fraternity
Busi,ness
(All Nat'I availahk)

· Art

Engineering

Drama

Music

.VIP Ring $337°0

PLUS MANY MORE!

15% OFF W/ STUDENT/FACULTY LD.
EXCLUDES ClASS RINGS

Exquisite Designer Jewelry & Settings
r ,

Expert Jewelry & Watch Repair While You Wait...
We Buy & Sell
• Diamonds
• Fine Jewelry
• Watches

8/lfCB

f 980

Service
• Custom Design Pieces
• Remounting
··Pearl Re-Stringing

2-77_9_7_7
__
8I
•

Mon. - Fri. 10am • 6pml-

Sat. 10am · 5pm

·

1718 N. Goldenrod Rd. (1 Block N. of Colonial Dr.)

... 1994-95 Women's Basketball Schedule
Date
11-18
11-20

..

Opponent
Time
Orlando AAU (exhibition)
won 85-49
DJK-Aschaffenburg, Germany won 77-67
(exhibition)
11/26-7 @ Dial Classic, Auburn, Alabama
11-26 UCF vs. Wake Forest
lost 74-92
lost 55-65
11-27 Consolation [UCF vs. Texas
Christian]
11-29 @ Florida State
5:00pril
12-1
@ Bethune-Cookman College
7:30pm
12-3
Georgia Southern
4:00pm
12-10 Stetson *
4:00pm
12/29-31 UCF Holliday Classic
12-29 Misssissippi vs. Middle Tennessee 1:OOpm
State
Arkansas State vs. South Carolina 3:00pm
Texas A&M vs. Appalachian State 6:00pm _
UCF vs. Farleigh Dickfnson
8:00pm
12-30 Consolations/ Semifinals
12,2,4,6pm
12-31 Consolations/ Championship
1,3,6,8pm
1-5
@ Florida Atlantic*
7:00pm
1-7
@ Florida International *
7: 3·opm
1-12
Campbell *
7: 30pm
1-14
College of Charleston *
4:00pm
1-19
@ Georgia State *
7 :OOpm
1-21
@Mercer*
7:00pm
1-26 Southeast-Louisiana *
5: 15pm
1-31
@Alabama
7:00pm
2-2
@Southeast Louisiana*
7: 15pm
Mercer *
7:30pm
2-9
2-11
Georgia State *
7:30pm'
2-16
College of Charleston *
2-18
Campbell*
3:00pm
2-23
Florida International*
7:30pm
2-25
Florida Atlantic*
7:30pm
3-4
@ Stetson *
4:00pm
3/9-11 TAAC Tournament
TBA
Home Games in Bold (to be played in the UCF Arena)
* Denotes Trans America Athletic Conference Game
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UCF downs Tars 76-67 in opener

Gridiroo Notes: Picks

•Bills at Dolphins(-4.5)
Jason: Dolphins over Bills
35-24
The UCF Golden Knights
Justin: Dolphins over Bills
open~d up their regular season last
24-17
Tuesday night with a 76-67 victory
•Bears at Vikings(-3.5)
over Rollins College in Winter Park.
Jason: Vikings over Bears
Senior guard Patrick Butts led the - 21-10
Knights (1-0) with a te~-high 26
Justin: Vikings over Bears
21-17 .
points as UCF came from behind
for the nine point victory.
•Redskins at Bucs(-2.5)
It looked like the first game of
Jason: Skins over Bucs 45the season in the first half as the
3
Knights were very sloppy, turning the
Justin: Skins over Bucs 27ball over 20 times. Although UCF
10
had the height advantage, the swarm•Cowboys at Eagles( +5)
ing Rollins defense made the Knights
Jason: Boys over Eagles
keep the ball on the perimeter, forcing
24-2
UCF to some very tough shots.
Justin: Boys over Eagles
28-14
.
Trailing 43-36 at halftime, the
Knights went on a 1O-to-1 run to go up
•Packers at Lions( -2.5)
by two. From there, theGoldenKnights
Jason: Packers over Lions
artd Tars see-sawed back and forth
13-9
with the lead. But at the end of the
Justin: Lions over Pack 24game, the Knights pulled away with
21
good ball handling, strong defense,
•Jets at Patriots(-2.5)
and clutch free throw shooting.
Jason: Pats over Jets 28-24
UCF coach Kirk Speraw
Justin: Pats over Jets 35-31
talked afterwards about the sloppy
•Steelers at Bengals(+6)
play in the first half.
Jason: Bengals over
Steelers 28-27
"I think the whole first half
Justin: Bengals over
was exactly the way we practiced
Steelers 28-17
from Oct. 15 to yesterday (Mon•Cardinals at Oilers(+3)
day)," said Speraw, who is still unJason: Cards over Oilers
defeated in season openers. "We
10-7
need to get better in practice before ·Justin: Cards over Oilers
we get any better in a game."
17-9

by TODD MAZZA
Staff writer

Photo/SOLARES

Patrick Butts shot down the Rollins Tars with 26 points
in the Knights season opening victory.

•Falcons at Niners(-13)
Jason: Niners over Falcons
52-42
Justin: Niners over Falcons
28-14
•Broncos at Chiefs(-4)
Jason: Broncos over Chiefs
28-21
Justin: Chiefs over Broncos
17-14
•Colts at Seahawks(-2.5)
Jason: Colts over Hawks 2118
Justin: Hawks over Colts 1310
•Saints at Rams(-2.5)
a
Jason_: Rams over Saints 287
Justin: Rams over Saints 3517
•Giants at Browns(-9)
Jason: Browns over Giants
24-10
Justin: Browns over Giants
35-17
•Raiders at Chargers(-4) ·
Jason: Chargers ~ver
Raiders 27-18
Justin: Chargers over
Raiders 24-17
•We'll once again have the
complete NFL recaps this
_Tuesday. Size restrictions
have forced the Gridiron
Notes to shrink to simply . ·
picks and spreads again~ We vow to return with complete
game coverage lat er.

Salaam leads pack of Pennington plans to promote the
Heisman hopefuls
rising sports program at UCF
United Press International

Jay Barker, Alabama quarterback - Did not play Saturday.
Totals: 129of207, 1,815 yards,
3 interceptions, 13 touchdowns.
Ki-Jana Carter, Penn State
running back- 27 carries for227
yards, 5 TDs vs. Michigan State.
Totals: 198 carries for 1,539
yards, 23 TD~.
Kerry Collins, Penn State
quarterback- 16 of24, 289 yards,
1 INT, 1 TD vs. Michigan State.
Totals: 176 of264, 2,679 yards,
7 INTs, 21 TDs.
Napoleon Kaufman,
Washington running back Regular season complete. Totals: 255 carries for 1,390 yards,
9TDs.

SteveMcNair, Alcorn State
quarterback- 52 of 82, 514 yards,
3 INTs, 3 TDs passing; 9 carries
for minus-32 yards rushing Friday vs. Youngstown State. Totals: 356of612, 5,377 yards, 20
INTs, 47 TDs p·assing; 128 carries for 904 yards, 9 TDs rushing.
Arnold Mickens, Butler
running back - Regular season
complete. Totals: 409 carries for
2,255 yards, 18 TDs.
Lawrence Phillips, Nebraska running back - 21 carries
for 50 yards Friday vs. Oklahoma. Totals: 286 carries for
1,722 yar.ds, 16 TDs.
Rashaan Salaam, Colorado
running back - Regular season
complete. Totals: 298 carries for
2,055 yards, 24 TDs.

by JUSTIN DELIAS
Staff writer

UCF has been taking steps
for a while now to become a bigtime sports progr_am, and Monday
UCF made a big stride towards that
goal of success by hiring Jodie
Pennington as Director of Marketing and Promotions for UCF's athletics . .
Pennington spent six years
with the Orlando Magic organization, making it one of the most popular teams in the NBA. Pennington
will be ~eplaci~g the retiring Charles
Gesino.
With Pennington's extensive
resume, Athletic Director Steve
Sloan knows that he made a good
decision hiring her.
"Jodie brings a great deal of
promotional experience as well as a
myriad of corporate contacts to
UCF," Sloan said. "Sheisalsoafine

individual and will be an excellent
addition to the staff."
Penningtonjoined the Magic
in August of 1988 as director/choreographer of the Magic Girls dance
team before be,ing promoted to Promotions Director. Pennington decided to join the UCF staff because
she felt content with her work for
the Magic.
"Everyone needs change to
grow in life ... Now I'm looking forward to what's next." For now,
Pennington is content with getting
to know the campus and fittin_g in.
She says she plans to do a lot of
listening.
Pennington will phase o_µt
her work with the Magic through
December helping out with home
games until a new person can be
trained. She will join the UCF staff
full-time Dec. 30, in time for the
Golden Knights basketball game
against UNLV. She admits that her

,,,

biggest challenge will be living up to
her own standards, as well as putting
on the best sporting events for the
student body
and letting everyone know
about all ofthe
great sports
programs
hereatUCF.

"I' rn
really looking
forward to the
challenge,"
Pennington
Pennington
said. "There is
alotofexcitement surroµnding UCF athletics, and
I'm glad I' II be 1 part of it. The future
of the program is bright, and I feel I
have something to offer," she added.
Pennington has aB.S. in sports
management and a M.S. in athletic
administration from Florida State
University.

Glimpse at the Golden Knights
0

l'MI®IID 9 § Iffim:t§Ikce~IIDruililg at Eastern Kentucky, Saturday at 7:30 p.m.
W@Irml®Iffi 9 § Iffiru§Ik®~IIDruilil~ at Bethune-Cookman College, tonight at 7:30 p.m.;

Georgia Southern at the UCF Arena, Saturday at 4 p.m.
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